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Equipment Identification
+ RealMom & Baby

+ Power Supply
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Powering On the Simulator

+ Instructor Tablet

Turn on the tablet and select an available WiFi network
Set up tablet with your iTunes or Google Play account
Download the OEI App from the iPad or Google App store
Go to WiFi settings and “forget” the WiFi network you
used to download the App
+ Further help and instructions are available at
operativeexperience.com/support

+ Patient Monitor

*Simulated blood and lubricant also supplied.

Joining the Tablet WiFi Network

+ Attach Power to Right Shoulder

+
+
+
+

Tablet
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Downloading the OEI App on the Tablet
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+ Make sure baby is not loaded into the Simulator
and turn on the Simulator on the shoulder.
+ A blue light will illuminate
+ Allow Simulator to cycle through the boot up
sequence (approx 2 minutes).
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Instructor Tablet

+ Connect the Power to AC

+ Open the OEI Sim Application on the instructor tablet
+ To change language go to Settings in the App menu

Trainee Mode
+ The OEI Sim app also has a trainee mode display which
displays the simulator physiology such as heart and
respiratory rate. Select Trainee mode in the Settings menu

+ Join the Simulator WiFi on the tablet
+ Your simulator Wi-Fi network is “OVD”
followed by its serial number
+ Simulator Wi-Fi password is: oeiadmin

+ If the following message appears
on the screen, type the Simulator
IP address: 10.42.0.1
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Placing the Baby

Begin Simulation
+ Press the play button on the Instructor Interface Tablet
to begin the simulation
+ Set dilation to 10cm before starting delivery
+ See full user manual at operativeexperience.com/support
for detailed instructions

+ Generously coat the baby and placenta with OEI
supplied lubricant
+ Open the abdominal and uterine opening and insert
baby into cavity
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+ Orientate the baby according to scenario
+ Carefully attach the baby to the metal pusher using the
cavity in the top or bottom of baby
+ Lubricate the vaginal area inside and outside with lubricant

Powering Off
Questions and Support
Contact us if you have a question
or need assistance with your simulator.

+ Stop Simulation by pressing the Stop button on

Phone: (410) 287-5748
Email: support@operativeexperience.com

the Instructor Interface Tablet
+ Power oﬀ simulator by pressing ON/OFF switch on the
shoulder and holding for four seconds. The illuminated
blue light will ﬂash, the unit will power oﬀ automatically.
operativeexperience.com
500 Principio Parkway West, Suite 900 | North East, MD 21901 | 410-287-5748

QUICK START GUIDE

